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Hope welcomes new president
John Kna pp  stresses academic excellence and inclusion for all students on c a m p u s
Photo Courtesy of Hope PR
READY TO LEAD—  John Knapp (shown with his wife, Kelly) 
will ass um e  the office of president on July 1st.
Elena Rivera
Co-Edptor in Chief
Hope College's new president 
has been chosen: John C. Knapp 
PhD> who currently works at 
Samford University in Birming­
ham, Ala. as the founding direc­
tor of the Frances Marlin Mann 
Center for Ethics and Leader­
ship.
Knapp, who will assume of­
fice on July 1st, is ready to take 
on the mantle of Hope College.
“There isn’t a college in the 
country that is more success­
ful at combining high academic 
standards with a vigorous and 
ecumenical commitment to 
Christian faith,” said Knapp. He 
continued, “Hope is on an up­
ward trajectory; strong academ­
ic programs are our backbone 
and we will continue to invest in 
academic excellence.”
He also spoke highly of the 
student body. “[My wife and I] 
love the traditions that make 




With_another academic year 
nearing its end, preparations for 
academic year 2013-14 are in the 
works, including a 3.3 percent 
raisejn tuition. Currently, Hope 
tuition stands at $27,810 per 
year. With the increase, Hope 
students will pay $28,550.
“The primary reason for the 
need to increase tuition includes 
facultŷ  and staff compensation 
increases to keep pace with 
inflation and remain competitive 
in the market,” said Tom Bylsma, 
vice president for Business and 
. (ZgO. | “Inflationary pressures 
alsp impact other operating 
expenses ̂including utility rates, 
service contracts, supplies, 
insurance rates, etc.”
Bylsma said Hope's total 
tuition, room and board 
rate is the lowest of the 13 
colleges included in the Great 
Lakes College Association. In 
comparison to these colleges, 
Hope has kept increases in 
costs lower. From 2009 to 2012,
at DeVos during the time that 
we were in discussion with the 
search committee, and we were 
swept off our feet by the enthu­
siasm and school spirit.” Knapp 
said that he experienced more 
school spirit at that game than 
most Division I games, and is ex­
cited to get to know the student 
body better as the year unfolds.
During Knapp’s time at Hope
Hope’s rate of increase was 
approximately half of colleges 
in its peer group. This year, it is 
only .6 percent lower.
Approximately two-thirds
of Hope students receive some 
form of need-based financial aid 
and thus do not pay the full cost 
of a Hope education. However, 
attending Hope, or any college 
for that matter, is costly. Post­
secondary education is a huge 
industry in the U.S.: according 
to the National Center for 
Education Statistics (NCES), 
in the academic year 2009-10, 
the total revenue for public 
and private nonprofit degree­
granting institutions combined 
was $481 billion.
Like most institutions of 
higher education, the largest 
source of Hope's revenue 
comes from tuition payments. 
This revenue is directed at two 
types of costs: educational and 
general (i.e., instruction, library, 
information technology) and 
auxiliary (i.e., food service, 
residence halls, and other non- 
education based expenses).
College, he wants to help foster 
growth not only in academics, 
but also in the personal lives of 
students. He is eager to “encour­
age the Hope community to val­
ue honest dialogue, to develop a 
culture of trust, [and] to do what 
we do best in the liberal arts: to 
think critically as a community 
about complex issues.”
At Samford as director of the
However, tuition at Hope 
does not cover the expenses of 
a Hope education completely. 
Bylsma said, at Hope, tuition 
helps to cover approximately 
75 percent of the educational 
and general costs, while the 
remaining 25 percent comes 
from endowment earnings and 
contributions from friends of 
the college.
Your tuition dollar is at work 
in many places at the college. 
Bylsma said tuition money is 
primarily (75 percent) used to
Frances Marlin Mann Center for 
Ethics and Leadership, Knapp 
started an ongoing series called 
“Courageous Conversations,” 
where students would lead dis­
cussions on difficult topics both 
in their student body and the 
world. Knapp said this was a way 
the students at Samford could 
practice “moral discourse in a 
respectful, loving manner.”
He wants to bring that same 
spirit to his time at Hope Col­
lege. “We want Hope students to 
be people who are able to initi­
ate and lead dialogue on topics 
that need to be discussed, and 
in a fashion that brings people 
closer together and builds un­
derstanding.”
Coming from Birmingham, 
Ala., Knapp is no stranger to 
issues of racial inequality. As 
director of the ethics center at 
Samford, he along with other or­
ganizations have been sponsor­
ing year-long programming for 
the community that commem­
orate the activities surround- 
SEE KNAPP, PAGE 10
compensate faculty and other 
educational support personnel, 
which includes the registrar’s 
office, department secretaries, 
custodians, maintenance
workers, etc. The remaining 25 
percent is used for a number of 
things including utilities, library 
supplies, and photocopying.
“I am not surprised that 75 
percent of tuition money is spent 
on faculty compensation. My 
parents are college professors
SEE TUITION, PAGE 10
Dream 
c o m e  true





It is not every day that 
dreams come true, but a group 
of Hope College students 
managed to make their dream 
become a reality. As a part of the 
2013 Walt Disney Imagineering 
ImagiNations Design
Competition, Brooke Jeries 
(’14), Caitlin Ploch (’14), HaUey 
Perecki (T4), and Angie Kurtz 
(’14) designed an entertainment/ 
recreational experience, “Fort 
Disney: Detroit.”
Though they were semi­
finalists, the team is ready to 
take the competition to a new 
level. “We are expecting good 
things to come of next year’s 
competition,” said Jeries.
The competition prompt 
asked competitors to “pick 
one city anywhere in the world 
and design an entertainment/ 
recreational experience for its 
citizens and tourists.”
At the center of the group’s 
project was the concept 
of a wristband, the key to 
experiencing the resort, that 
would give guests a more 
interactive experience.
The wristband would function 
as a room key, admission 
ticket, credit card, fast pass, 
etc. It would also monitor the 
heartbeat of the wearer, so that 
during the virtual experiences, if 
a younger guest’s heart rate shot 
up too quickly due to fear, for 
example, the experience would 
transform into something less 
scary.
“Coincidently, Disney
Imagineers were secretly in the 
process of creating that very 
same wristband, so clearly we 
were on the right track!” said 
Jeries.
Jeries had known about the 
competition for a long time and 
her desire about entering the 
competition was initially met 
with discouragement in thinking 
that she would not find someone 
as passionate as she was about it.
However, she realized that she 
had found the person she was
SEE DISNEY, PAGE 2____
Where does all the money go?
Hope College raises tuition 3.3 percent for the 2013-2014 academic year
ARTS
IDT
The Hope dance company per­









Softball remains undefeated in MIAA
Dutch beat Kalamazoo 8 to 0 and 12 to 1 on Satur­
day.
Page XX
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Wednesday April 10
“The Practice of Torture in 
Democracies"
Winants Auditorium, 4  p.m.
Senior Recognition and 
W o m e n  of Color Celebration 
Maas Auditorium, 5:30 p.m. RSVP 
required
Wheelchair tennis tournament 
DeWitt Tennis Center, 6 p.m. 
“Achieving Hope: Hope College 
Alumni Moving on to Success” 
“ Fned-flemenway Auditorium, 7 p.-m.
Friday April 12
Disabilities Awareness W e e k  
Ice Cream Social 
Kletz, 2 p.m.
Celebration of Undergraduate 
Research and Creative Perfor­
mance
DeVos Fieldhouse 2:30 p.m—  ...
Saturday April 13
Disabilities Awareness W e e k  
Benefit Concert 
M a a s  Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Monday April 15
Earth W e e k  Craft Workshop 
Karla's Place 2 p.m. and 6  p.m.
Tuesday April 16
Earth Week: Chasing Ice 
Screening
Science Center 1000, 7 p.m.
Wednesday April 17
Earth Week: Peter lllyn 
Fried-Hemenway Auditorium, 4  p.m. 






On April 5 to 6 a 27-hour-long 
event called Stand for Freedom 
took place in Hope College’s 
pine grove. The event was put 
on in order to raise awareness 
and money to help stop human 
trafficking.
Participants took shifts of 
standing during the 27-hour 
period to represent the 27 
million people around the world 
who are currently enslaved.
Katherine Richert (T4), 
Molly Grabill (T5), and Ellen 
Davis (’15) have been planning 
the event since February.
“I am very passionate about 
the issue of Human Trafficking 
and I think it’s important to find 
things that push us, as college 
students, to go beyond our 
knowledge, stand up, and take 
action," said Richert.
For participants who chose 
to take an hour or two standing 
up for the cause, as well as for 
interested people who happened 
to walk by, there were many 
ways to take action.
“We had quite a few things 
going on during the 27 hour 
period. Friday morning 
beginning at H a m  in the 
Pine Grove, Fairtrade, Equal 
Exchange, and anti-trafficking 
organizations/businesses 
joined us to sell merchandise. 
There were outdoor games for
Designing ‘Fort Disney: Detroit’
Photo by Liz M artin
D R E A M  TE A M —  Hope students, Caitlln Ploch (’14), Brooke 
Jeries (’14), and Angie Kurtz (’14) were three of the four-per­
son team that m a d e  It to the semi-finals.
♦ DISNEY, from page 1
looking for after coincidentally 
talking about the competition 
with her friend, Ploch.
“She and I would use our 
breaks to plan different concepts 
and ideas, so by the time the 
prompt was released, there 
was no turning back, we had to 
enter,” said Jeries.
For these students, the 
opportunity of being able to 
participate in this competition 
gave them a rare opportunity to 
practice their creativity.
“Sure, we have chances for 
creativity in some areas, but 
there are so many things every 
day that hold us back. Caitlin 
and I really enjoyed the times 
when we got to just try to think 
of the most impossible things, 
and then how to make them 
possible or get as close as we 
can,” said Jeries.
The contestants' experiences 
with innovation even translated
to their work in the classroom.
“Being able to practice such 
raw creativity and problem 
solving skills actually did 
wonders for me. It even showed 
in my academics," said Jeries.
Choosing Detroit as the 
city of focus was relatively easy 
because three out of four of 
the team members were from 
Detroit.
“Fort Disney: Detroit was 
the premier location, but 
our horizon included the 
opportunity for things like Fort 
Disney: Houston or Fort Disney: 
San Diego," said Jeries.
With experience from this 
year’s competition, Jeries 
and Ploch will be using their 
knowledge to participate in 
next year's competition. They 
currently plan to work with a 
Creative Writing major and a 
different Studio Art major. They 
have even already had their first 
meeting together.
pursuing freedom for 27 million
Photo by Liz M artin
TAKE A STAND—  Hope students Molly Grabill (’15), Ellen Davis (’15) and Katherine Richert 
(’14) thought up and organized Stand for Freedom. Here they celebrate their hard work.
participants to do while they 
were standing,” said Richert, 
“Friday at 7pm we screened 
the documentary Nefarious: 
Merchant of Souls followed by a 
speaker from The Hope Project 
out of Muskegon. Throughout 
the night, there was a twister 
competition for participants.” 
Saturday morning, Stand 
for Freedom was joined by 
The Bridge, the International 
Orphanage Union (IOU) of 
Bolivia, Women at Risk (WAR)
international, The Hope Project, 
and Threads of Hope Inc.
Any donations made during 
the event go towards the fight 
against human trafficking.
“30 dollars covers the cost 
of one aftercare package; 240 
dollars covers the cost of six 
days of aftercare for a victim; 
455 dollars covers the cost of 
seven days of legal advocacy; 
2,700 dollars covers the cost of 
60 days of investigations; and 
4,500 dollars covers the cost of
one rescue operation for victims 
of sex trafficking or forced labor 
slavery” said Richert.
In total, Stand for Freedom 
was attended by over 200 people 
and has raised $935 although 
donations are still accepted.
“We had a lot of response 
to the event and we were happy 
with all the support we recieved 
from professors, Hope faculty, 
and the Holland community. 
Next year we hope it will be even 
bigger and better,” said Richert.
CAN WE COMEWITH YOU?
1
BUFFALO WILD WINGS 
TASTES IUST AS GOOD 
AT HOME, IF YOU CAN 
MAKE IT THAT FAB.
* NO TIME TO HANG? *CALL IN FORTAKEOUT.
BUFFALOWILDWINGS
WINGS. M E T  SPOUTS '
2899 WEST SHORE DR.HOLLAND
616.399.9461
facebooSc.com/bwv/holbnd 7 ^ .
Biotech firm Monsanto strikes again
A  rider on the latest of continuing budget resolutions will place the corporation outside the jurisdiction 
of the federal court judicial process, with respect to genetically modified seeds and n e w  patents.
M e g a n  Stevens
Guest W riter
Food activists, farmers, 
and American citizens alike 
remain upset after the signing 
of the “Monsanto Protection 
Act,” a rider on the House of 
Representatives spending bill. 
The budget resolution, which 
went through Congress on 
iMarch 22^was signed into law by 
President Obama on March 26. 
CBS reports that one petition 
asking for a veto on the bill has 
collected more than 250,000 
signatures.
The rider itself, formally 
named the “Farmer Assurance 
Provision,” is an attachment to 
the Agriculture Appropriations 
Bill (HR 933). Simply stated, 
this bill will grant Monsanto and 
other large biotech firms a type 
of amnesty, per say, to override 
the judicial powers of the federal 
government. In the event that 
a court of law would declare a 
genetically modified organism or 
seed illegal, the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture would have the 
option to override the ruling 
and allow the corporation to 
proceed with the sale and use of 
the product in question.
Activists are referring to the 
provision as the “Monsanto 
Protection Act" after the
namesake of Monsanto Corp., 
a biotech firm that produces 
genetically modified organisms, 
most notably the “Roundup 
Ready” series of glyphosate- 
resistant crops. Monsanto,
which bills itself as “A Sustainable 
Agriculture Company,” issued 
this statement two days after the 
Farmer Assurance Provision was 
passed: “As we understand it, the 
point of the Farmer Assurance 
Provision is to strike a careful 
balance allowing farmers to
continue to... cultivate their 
crops subject to appropriate 
environmental safeguards, while 
USDA conducts any necessary 
further... reviews.”
In the wake of such negative 
public response, the provision 
has since been denounced by 
Republicans and Democrats
alike. Senator Jon Tester 
(D-Mont.) said that, “The 
United States Congress is telling 
the Agricultural Department 
that even if a court tells you 
that you’ve failed to follow the 
right process and tells you to 
start over, you must disregard
the court’s ruling and allow 
the crop to be planted anyway. 
Not only does this ignore the 
constitutional idea of separation 
of powers, but it also allows 
genetically modified crops take 
hold across this country, even 
when a judge finds it violates the 
law.”
In addition, many food 
activists, including Wenonah 
Hauter of Food & Water Watch, 
claim that the rider will take 
power away from courts by 
limiting the power of citizens to 
sue for judicial review.
Hauter, who made such a 
claim on Democracy Now, was 
joined by Gregory Jaffe, director 
of the Biotechnology Project 
at the Center for Science in the 
Public Interest. Jaffe claimed 
that the rider essentially clarified 
actions courts were already 
taking, and that it “slapped the... 
wrist of the USDA” and told it to 
“do the proper assessment under 
the National Environmental 
Policy Act.”
Meanwhile, several
politicians have already begun 
apologizing for the bill. Among 
those raising their voice is 
Sen. Barbara A. Mikulski
W E L C O M E  TO THE KINGDOM—  A  sign outside M o n ­
santo’s corporate headquarters, located In Creve Coeur, Mo., 
stands proudly amidst a plethora of public criticism.
(D-Md.), who, as the Senate 
Appropriations Committee 
chairwoman, has been accused 
of failing to give the amendment 
a proper hearing. Mikulski 
issued a statement March 29 
saying that she never supported 
the provision but passed it 
because it was part of the 
Continuing Appropriations 
Act, which, if turned down, 
would probably have caused a 
government shutdown.
“As Chairwoman of the
Appropriations Committee,” 
the statement concluded, 
“Senator Mikulski's first 
responsibility was to prevent 
a government shutdown. That 
meant she had to compromise 
on many of her own priorities 
to get a bill through the 
Senate that the House would 
pass. She will continue to 
fight for a regular and timely 
Appropriations process and 
other valuable priorities, 
including food safety."
Elections in Kenya offer hope of peace, progress
Timothy Cook
Staff W riter
This past week, the Kenyan 
Supreme Court ruled that Uhuru 
Kenyatta had indeed won the 
most recent democratic election 
to become the fourth president 
of Kenya. This conclusion has 
provided final closure for both 
the president-elect’s supporters 
and the supporters of Kenyatta’s 
main rival Raila Odinga, who 
disputed the outcome of the 
election. The confirmation of 
the election is unlikely to end 
economic, ethnic and religious 
tensions that have plagued this
east African republic.
Uhuru Kenyatta is the 
son of Kenyan independence 
leader and first president Jomo 
Kenyatta. Kenyatta, whose first 
name means freedom, is from 
one of the last generations 
in Kenya born before the 
Kenyan independence in 1964. 
Kenyatta’s family connections 
ensured a rapid rise within 
his fathers Kenyan National 
African Union party. Kenyatta, 
his father and many of their 
supporters are members of 
the Gikuyu ethnicity, which 
dominated Kenya for much of
its post-independence period.
Jomo Kenyatta owed his post­
independence domination of the 
country to the Gikuyu’s alliance 
with Kenya’s largest tribe, the 
Luo. The Luo tribe’s leader, 
Jaramogi Odinga, was granted 
the position of vice president and 
together the two men extensively 
influenced the country. This 
alliance soon broke apart along 
policy lines as Jaramogi and his 
allies favored more left-leaning 
policies. Odinga and the Luo 
found themselves purged from 
the country by Kenyatta, the 
bitterness passed onto their
children, Raila and Uhuru.
Even today, Kenya's divide 
between these two main ethnic 
groups runs deep, although less 
incendiary than other historic 
examples of ethnic estrangement 
on the African continent such 
as the infamous case of the 
Hutus and the Tutsis. In fact, 
Kenya’s economy has been 
praised as a model of African 
development and the country is 
favored for many foreign direct 
investment (FDI) projects. The 
divide is much more evident 
among Kenya’s political elite 
and becomes highly exacerbated 
with each election year.
During the 2007 presidential 
election, Raila Odinga and his 
Orange Democratic Movement 
were pitted against Uhuru 
Kenyatta’s predecessor, Mwai 
Kibaki. Kibaki had the support 
of a powerful group of Gikuyu 
called the “Kiambu Mafia” 
who had benefitted from 
patronage given to them during 
Jomo Kenyatta’s presidency. 
When Kibaki was declared 
the winner, widespread ethnic 
violence broke out between 
Luos and Gikuyus. Tensions 
were eventually diffused after 
negotiations allowed for Odinga 
to become Prime Minister under 
Kibaki.
The 2007 election also laid 
the groundwork for Uhuru 
Kenyatta’s rise to power as he 
was allegedly responsible for 
organizing the Mungiki, an anti­
western Gikuyu fundamentalist 
group responsible for numerous 
human rights abuses during
post-election violence. The 
International Criminal Court 
indicted Kenyatta on the 
grounds of these allegations, 
but Kenyatta rejected the 
legitimacy of the summons.
In February of 2013, the 
violence returned, forcing 
police and military personnel 
onto the streets in Kenya’s 
capitol city of Nairobi and 
elsewhere. Nonetheless, it 
seems that Kenyatta's victory 
has been more legitimate 
than Kibaki’s; the old Kenyan 
Electoral Commission has 
been replaced and most 
international observers
deemed the results free and fair. 
Odinga nonetheless claimed 
fraud and challenged the 
election results. Even with the 
finality of the Supreme Court’s 
ruling it seems there will be 
no personal reconciliation 
between the two men.
Kenyatta soon after received 
one of the best tokens of 
legitimacy that can be given to a 
presidential candidate; a phone 
call of congratulation from 
President Obama. Obama’s 
personal interest in the 
country’s welfare plays heavily 
into his own family roots. The 
American president’s father 
was a Luo economist who was 
fired by Jomo Kenyatta during 
the Luo purge. Obama’s call was 
more than just the ceremonial 
duty of a superpower to a 
developing client country; it 
was a sign that, for the sake of a 
nation, sons can overcome the 
bitterness of fathers.
W E ’RE ABOUT TO GET SERIOUS—  Kenya’s President-Elect Uhuru Kenyatta 
spoke last Saturday at a Catholic University as he celebrated winning the presiden­
tial election after the official result w as  released in Nairobi, Kenya on March 9, 2013.
T his W eek In N ews
“There's a momen­
tum building and it's 
clear it's coming to 
the Northeast and to 
Maine. I would rather 
see us get ahead of the 
curve and be ready. The 
train is coming, and if 
we bury our heads in 
the sand, we're going to 
get hit.”
- Rep. Diane Russell of Maine on 
the recent and spreading trend 
towards liberalized marijuana 
laws now being refered to as the 
"Weed Spring.”
“Here in America, 
many of us will never 
forget her standing 
shoulder to shoulder 
with President Reagan, 
reminding the world 
that we are not simply 
carried along by the 
currents of history—  
we can shape them 
with moral conviction, 
unyielding courage and 
iron will.”
- President Obama on the legacy 
of Margaret Thatcher, who died of 
a stroke Monday, at age 87.
“Really, this is the only 
instance in history that 
I am aware of where 
the world has demand­
ed that an oppressed 
people sit down with 
their oppressors and 
negotiate for freedom, 
as if freedom were ne­
gotiable, and to nego­
tiate for basic human 
rights, as if they were 
political bargaining 
chips, which they are 
not.”
- Susan Abulhawa, a Palestinian 
activist and author of the book 
Mornings in Jenin, on the ongoing 
Syrian civil and refugee crisis.
“So when I feel it, then 
I'll get back on the 
court. Obviously, I 
want to play. But I have 
to make sure that I'm 
right. You have to get 
healthy”
- Miami Heat gaurd Dwayne 
Wade on the possibility of sit­
ting out until the playoffs due to 
injury.
“Quite so, or perhaps 
it was just a drawing. 
No I'm wrong, it was 
a socialist plot. The 
right-thinking chaps on 
Twitter tell me so.
- Matt Williams of The Guardian 
on the uproar within the far right 
over Googles decision to honor 
labor leader Cesar Chavez with its 
famous doodle on Easter Sunday.
“You can save on soap 
and shampoo.”
- Russia’s chief medical officer, 
Gennady Onishchenko, anticipat­
ing a record-breaking blizzard in 
Moscow, speaks on alternative uses 
for snow.
N. Korea exhibits nuclear attitude
Photo Courtesy of AP
LEADING THE W A Y —  North Korean leader K i m  Jong Un, c en­
ter, walks with military personnel on M u  Islet, smiling defiantly in 
the face of increasingly bad reviews from the global community.
Alex Bellca
Staff W riter
Kim Jong Un must be a fan 
of poker, just like his father 
before him. The North Korean 
president spends a considerable 
amount of time bluffing. In 
recent weeks, tensions between 
North and South Korea (the 
latter a strategic U.S. ally) have 
again been ratcheted up.
The current round of 
posturing began with yet 
another nuclear weapons test 
in February. After a recent 
application of economic 
sanctions by the U.S. and 
others, the North is threatening 
to restart one of its nuclear 
enrichment facilities. As a show 
of force, the U.S. has recently 
deployed advanced weaponry 
in the Korean peninsula during 
joint military exercises with 
South Korea.
As part of the exercise, the 
Air Force flew nuclear-capable 
B-2 stealth bombers non-stop 
from a base in North America to 
the Korean peninsula simulating 
a mock bombing run. The highly 
publicized mission was likely 
to remind the North of their 
inability to detect advanced 
American weaponry right at 
their borders.
Unsurprisingly, the North 
has responded with more 
harsh rhetoric threatening to 
destroy the U.S. with “smaller,
lighter and diversified nuclear 
weapons.” Although the North 
does possess nuclear weapons, 
experts doubt that any of their 
missiles yet have the range to hit 
the U.S. mainland.
Despite the plentiful nature 
of recent North Korean threats 
that have made international 
headlines, South Koreans 
remain seemingly unconcerned. 
On Naver, a South Korean 
news website, the most viewed 
story was about Korean pitcher 
Ryu Hyun-jin’s Los Angeles 
Dodgers' debut. Kang Dong- 
wan, a cross-border relations 
expert at Dong-A University, 
told the Detroit News that
id
South Koreans see 
Pyongyang as the 
boy who cried wolf.
— K a n g  D o n g -w a n
_____________ w
“South Koreans see Pyongyang 
as the boy who cried wolf. After 
almost endless militant threats, 
they now refuse to believe war is 
imminent,” he said. “It only takes 
a week for South Koreans to get 
bored with threats, no matter 
how strong they are,” Kang said.
The North’s hostile posture 
in recent weeks is likely part
of the plan to help cement 
continued internal support for 
the relatively unproven regime. 
China, which has historically 
been North Korea's biggest ally, 
has agreed to impose United 
Nations sanctions on the North 
after their latest round of nuclear 
tests.
However, experts agree that 
China's enforcement of the 
sanctions has been relatively 
weak. Still, Chinese officials, 
who were visited last week by 
U.S. Secretary of State John 
Kerry, are likely tiring of North 
Korea’s constant threats. These 
threats have in turn drawn a 
considerable U.S. naval presence 
around the Asian peninsula, 
a part of the world that China
considers its own domain.
Jeffrey A. Bader, a former 
adviser to President Obama 
recently told the New York 
Times that he believes any 
decrease in China’s support for 
their former ally will be subtle. 
The Chinese, he said, “will 
continue to use similar language, 
and their public demeanor will 
be similar, but quietiy, they will 
be much more aggressive, much 
more fed up and much more 
prepared to treat North Korea 
differently than in the past.”
A future without Chinese 
support for North Korea would 
be an interesting, if unstable 
one. If the current regime were 
to fall, nuclear proliferation 
threats would be a real concern.ERA: Arkansas oil spill “major” in scope
Wesley Rleth
W orld N ews Co-Editor
Two recent oil pipeline 
accidents, the first occurring in 
Utah on March 18, the second 
in Arkansas in early April, have 
prompted renewed criticism 
from environmental interest 
groups on the level (or lack 
thereof) of federal government 
regulation of pipeline 
maintenance in the United 
States. These spills have also, in 
turn, raised questions in relation 
to the proposed merits of the 
Keystone XL pipeline project.
The latest spill, occurring 
on April 1 in the small town 
of Mayflower, Ark., has left 22 
families evacuated and many 
more concerned with the long
term-effects this spill will 
have on their community. This 
particular pipeline, owned and 
operated by Exxon Mobil, runs 
from Pakota, 111. to Nederland, 
Texas, carrying heavy crude 
from western Canada.
While this spill may still 
pale in comparison to that of 
the BP Horizon offshore spill in 
2010, the EPA has nonetheless 
designated the Arkansas spill as 
“major" in scope. Exxon Mobil 
has stated they are prepared 
to handle a cleanup of up to 
420,000 gallons in and around 
the affected areas, but they 
believe the actual amount that 
was released was significantly 
less.
While a spill of this nature 
may appear as purely anecdotal
evidence to support a legitimate 
opposition to the Keystone 
project, Anthony Swift, a lawyer 
with the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, seems to think 
otherwise. In an interview with 
the New York Times on the 
issue, he concluded that, “here is 
a small example of the types of 
risk associated with a tar sands 
pipeline.” He added, “It also 
demonstrates the large gaps in 
pipeline safety.”
This particular pipeline 
does indeed cary the much- 
publicized “heavy” crude from 
the tar sands region in Canada. 
Concerns for transporting this 
particular type of crude stem 
from its inherent chemical and 
physical properties. Heavy crude 
is characterized by a higher
concentration of bitumen (more 
commonly known as asphalt) 
contained in the petroleum, 
thereby making it into more of 
a semi-solid as opposed to the 
oft-conjured image of smooth, 
black, liquid oil.
Consequently, this type 
of heavy crude mined from 
the tar sands requires certain 
chemical additives and solvents 
to aid in ease and profitability 
of transportation through the 
pipeline to the refineries located 
in the U.S. These solvents 
however, are often very harmful 
in nature to humans and wildlife, 
and this remains a significant 
concern with potential pipeline 
spills.
Interestingly enough, the 
Arkansas spill is the largest 
heavy crude spill on L$S. 
land since Enbridge Energy's 
pipeline spill in 2010, which 
occurred in Marshall, Mich., 
just east of Battle Creek and 
Kalamazoo. This particular 
spill dumped 840,000 gallons of 
heavy crude in the surrounding 
areas, contaminating a 39-mile 
section of the Kalamazoo River 
and adversely affecting nearby 
ecosystems.
The Enbridge spill serves 
as an important reminder 
to many in the Michigan 
area, including Hope College 
and West Michigan, that oil 
transportation is not merely an 
issue of the Keystone XL, the BP 
Gulf Coast spill,
SEE SPILL, PAGE 10
Photo Courtesy of AP
CRU DE AWAKENING—  An “oiled” duck rescued Monday, April 1  Is prepared to be taken to 
a wildlife rehabilitation center as efforts continue In cleanup of streams, wildlife, and residen­
tial yards In Mayflower, Ark.
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T his W eek In A rt
Wednesday April 10
Jazz Arts Collective and Jazz 
Chamber Ensembles Concert
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 7:30 p.m.
Thursday April 11
Mark Hillringhouse Reading 
Winants Auditorium 7 p.m.
West Michigan Guitar C o m ­
posers Concert 
Wichers Auditorium 7:30 p.m,
Friday April 12
Orchestra Concert
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 7:30 p.m. 
^ D l r D ^ p e , Performance 
Knicfterpp,cRer Theatre 8  p.m. (runs 
through Saturday)
Hope College Theatre Pres­
ents: “Stage Door”
DeWitt Main Theatre 8  p.m (runs on 
the 13th, the 17th and 18th and the 
26th and 27th)
Saturday April 13
JungWoo Kim Faculty Recital 
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 7:30 p.m.
Sunday April 14
Andrew Le Faculty Recital 
Dimnent Memorial Chapel 2 p.m.
Monday April 15
W o m e n ’s Chamber Choir, 
Luminiscence and 12th Street 
Harmony Performance 
St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church. 
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday April 16
Cudamani Dance and Music 
Performance 
Wichers Auditorium 1 1  a.m.
H o p e ’s dance department gets into sync
Photo by Erik Alberg
LEAPING HIGH—  Hope dancers performing “Electric Counterpoint,” a piece from last year’s 
InSync Dance Theater showcase.
Irma Cruz
A rts Co-Editor
open with eight returning 
dancers. IDT’s concert consists 
of six performances that are 
anywhere between 8 Vt-lO 
minutes long, and dancers are 
expected to participate in at 
least four of the pieces, leaving 
little room for relaxation.
Regarding what Farmer is 
most excited about this year’s 
concert, he explains, “I am most 
excited about the level at which 
this concert is being produced. 
We have demanded so much
from the dancers, technically, hung out around brothels in 
artistically and physically. We major cities of 1950 Argentina, 
have pushed our dancers into a He will be using music by 
professionalism' that they might Rodrigo E. Gabriella for this 
have thought was not achievable piece and focusing on the 
and we are proud of all of them." strength of these women and the 
Some of the pieces that you atmosphere of the time, 
can expect to see are Farmer’s In addition, Frazier is 
“Temple Water," which he choreographing an Afro-fusion 
describes as a “Jazz-inspired energetic piece that both the 
rendition of an early 1920’s dancers and audience will enjoy 
Southern baptism.” In addition, titled “Soul Travelin" and a 
he is also presenting “Una Michael Jackson tribute that 
Noche," inspired by women who see DANCE, page 10
It was only about a month ago 
that Dance 39 dancers delivered 
an unforgettable performance 
and, now, the Dance 
Department's InSync Dance 
Theater (IDT) is delighted to 
announce their annual concert 
this upcoming Friday and 
Saturday, April 12 and 13 at 
8 p.m. in the Knickerbocker 
Theatre. Although InSync Dance 
Theater is an extension of Hope 
College’s Dance Department, it 
is structured and operated like a 
professional dance company.
This year, IDT will be 
organized, choreographed 
and directed by both Matthew 
Farmer and Crystal Frazier. Each 
of the directors will be in charge 
of two out of the six pieces, while 
guest choreographers Sharon 
Wong and Kristen Farmer will 
be in charge of choreographing 
one dance piece each.
Farmer explains, “This year 
we are taking the company in 
a new direction; while we are 
preserving the historical setting, 
it is a lot more athletic.”
IDT requires hard
work, commitment and
competitiveness from their 
dancers as the company only 
looks for twelve dancers. This 
year, 35-45 dancers auditioned, 
but there were only four slots
Celebrating National Poetry Month with Mark Hillringhouse
Leigh Clouse
A rts Co-Editor
This Thursday, New Jersey 
poet and photographer Mark 
Hillringhouse will be giving a 
reading in Winants Auditorium 
at 7 p.m. as part of National Poet­
ry Month. Hillringhouse's work 
has appeared in the “American 
Poetry Review,” “The New York 
Times,” “View Camera,” “Photo- 
Eye” and elsewhere. He has also 
received two Pushcart Prizes
and is a member of the National 
Book Critics’ Circle. His recent 
book “Between Frames,” which 
features both poems and pho­
tographs was released last year. 
Hillringhouse took the time to 
speak to the Anchor about his 
craft.
The Anchor: At their es­
sence, what do your poems and 
photos explore?
Mark Hillringhouse: I don’t
think that my poetry has a par­
ticular message to give. I hope 
it gives readers pleasure. I try 
to exercise some demons, expi­
ate some guilt, and I try to locate 
my feelings within those poems.
I want to pay attention to cer­
tain things, to appreciate them. 
It is also why I love photography. 
It is the only way I know to stop 
time. I [also] have poems that 
question the nature of things, 
the nature of identity.
A: How do you see your writ­
ing and your photography re­
flecting upon one another?
MH: I found it a challenge 
to match the poems with the 
photographs and vice-versa, 
but I found a way to see what 
the poem was seeing, I thought 
of the poem as a kind of verbal 
camera. There were connec­
tions in my poems to real places 
and things that made it easier in 
some cases.
A: What does your art pro­
cess look like?
MH: It all began [in my twen­
ties,] when my brother gave 
me a camera for my birthday. 
I [learned] how to shoot with 
that camera and then I hooked 
up with a professional pho­
tographer. He showed me how 
to handle film and compose. 
We’d spend hours upon hours, 
[shooting and] in his dark room 
developing and printing.
I used it as a tool to help me
write. Err) a visual thinker and 
I loved the dark room, watching 
images appear in the developer 
“under water” as if it were like a 
dream rising to the surface.
But I also learned a lot from 
watching painters work. I took 
a life drawing class in Manhat­
tan at the Eighth Street Studio 
School, a fine art school run 
by professional working artists. 
Learning how to draw the hu­
man form was the hardest class 
I’ve ever taken. This applies to 
photography in that you learn to 
see how the camera sees.
A: Many of your poems and 
photos in “Between Frames" 
center on specific places in New 
Jersey. How has your environ­
ment enhanced your creativity?
MH: The best part of being 
from New Jersey is being near 
New York City. Without the 
planetary gravitational pull of 
that lodestar, one of the great­
est cities in the world, New 
Jersey would be the Midwest. 
It shapes our culture and gives 
us our edge. I like [our] urban 
desolation, the remaining mill 
and factory buildings of our in­
dustrial rust belt economy now 
defunct. They remind me of the 
ruined abbeys in England left 
standing.
William Carlos Williams, 
[who wrote a collection of short 
stories in 1938 called “Life along 
the Passaic River], is very influ­
ential. He proved that you could 
take a place like Paterson, New
Jersey and make it into a book- 
length poem and that [you] can 
[take] what is here locally and 
create something that is as pow­
erful [as anything] exotic and 
remote.
A: What writers or artists 
do you look to for inspiration? 
What ones have challenged you?
MH: I was a part of the Saint 
Mark’s Poetry crowd in the early 
80s and I fell in with the poets 
living in the East Village espe­
cially Ted Berrigan, who was an 
early mentor. All the poets lived 
in Alphabet City, Avenues A, B, 
and C in the East Village. Allen 
Ginsberg lived on 12th Street 
and Avenue A. Ted lived with 
his family on Saint Mark’s Place 
near Avenue A.
Coleridge is an influence. He 
wrote incredible poems about 
not being able to write. I love 
the terror in his mind and the 
pure fantasia. He is my favorite 
British Romantic. I’m  rereading 
Tennyson right now, his great 
poem “In Memoriam,” and I was 
struck by the craft, his skill with 
language.
The poems today are finely 
crafted prose poems using the 
eye and the ear to shape the 
poem on the page, where it 
is read silently. I prefer these 
types of contemporary poems 
to poems that are metered and 
rhymed because they are more 
meditative and mysterious and 
conversational, more us, more 
like today.
“Bioshock Infinite” introduces gamers to a new world
Jimmy C h a m p a n e
G uest W riter
After a long and occasion­
ally traumatic development 
cycle, it’s here, it's finally here. 
‘Bioshock Infinite” has officially 
been released, and it’s one of the 
single greatest gaming experi­
ences to come from not only this 
generation, but from gaming as 
a whole.
Taking place in July of 1912, 
you'll fill the shoes of Pinkerton 
Agent Booker DeWitt. An alco­
holic, and a man who’s seen his 
fair share of killing, DeWitt’s not 
such a stand-up guy.
The game’s intro is heavily 
reminiscent of the original “Bio­
shock”; the first thing you see is 
a lighthouse that bears extreme 
similarity to the one that housed 
the submarine in which you de­
scended to the underwater city 
named Rapture. Once you reach 
the top, however, you’ll discover 
that you're not going down to 
the sea below but to the beauti­
ful skies above.
“Bioshock Infinite” is set in 
the floating city of Columbia. 
Built on early American ideals 
like hard work and individual­
ity, it at first seems like a true 
utopia. The first time you see it 
from the rocket ship, which the 
lighthouse holds, your heart is 
sure to skip a beat.
Once you make it onto the 
city streets, things get even 
brighter. Children are running
A  screenshot of the city of Columbia from “Bioshock Infinite"
about, hotdog and cotton candy 
vendors are at every corner and 
the tutorial is expertly hidden 
within a carnival, where you’ll 
learn the combat mechanics of 
the game by just having some 
fun.
After about the first hour, 
depending on whether or not 
you're hunting down every hid­
den item littered about Colum­
bia’s streets, you’ll come across 
the game’s true focus; Elizabeth.
Nicknamed “The Lamb Of 
Columbia”, Elizabeth has been 
locked away in Columbia’s ver­
sion of the Statue of Liberty 
since she was born.
After one of the best intro­
ductions in gaming, for both 
Elizabeth and her giant robotic 
guardian, Songbird, Booker and 
Elizabeth begin their desperate 
escape from the corrupt city in 
the sky.
Combat hasn't changed
much from the previous two 
games in the series that came 
before. One of the original 
game's standout mechanics were 
superpowers, called plasmids, 
that could be used in battle at 
any given time. Plasmids make 
their return in “Infinite,” but this 
time around they’re called Vig­
ors, and instead of re-charging 
them with E.V.E. Hypos, you’ll 
use Salts.
In addition, instead of a
weapon wheel in which you 
could hold many weapons, in 
“Infinite” you can only carry 
two. At first, this seems like a 
hindrance, but any weapon that 
is dropped by an enemy can 
be picked up on the fly, so the 
change isn’t hard to get used 
to. For those looking for a chal­
lenge, “1999 Mode” is unlocked 
once you complete the story. 
Health, Ammo and Salts be­
come significantly scarcer, and 
a single enemy will put you on 
edge.
The soundtrack, like pretty 
much everything else in the 
game, is a true work of art. The 
high-pitched piano chords that 
play when you first see Colum­
bia complement the experience 
wonderfully. Throughout the 
entire story, it feels like every 
song is perfectly matched to the 
plot point that it accompanies. 
Music plays a big part in “Infi­
nite,” and we’ll leave it at that for 
spoilers sake.
If there is any video game 
that literally every human 
should at least try once, it’s “Bio­
shock Infinite.” The plot is both 
compelling and emotional, and 
you shouldn’t be surprised if you 
make the ten-to-twelve hour 
run-through it in one sitting.
Three full downloadable ex­
pansions to the game have also 
been promised, so it’s good to 
know that the story may not be 
truly finished once you complete 
the game.Etching n e w  “Tattoos on the Heart” with Boyle’s book
Taking a look at non-fiction work that explores how Los Angeles gang m e m b e r s  have paved brighter paths for themselves
N E W  Y O R K  T I M E S  B E S T S E L L E R
“An astonishing book...about suffering and dignity, death and 
resurrection, one of my favorite books in years. It is lovely and tough 
and tender beyond my ability to describe and left me in tears of both 
sorrow and laughter.” — Anne Lamott, author of Grace (Eventually)Tattoos on the Heart
T h e  p o w e r  o f  
B o u n d l e s s  c o m p a s s i o n
Gregory Boyle
F o un der of H o m e b o y  Industries
Winner of the 2011 PEN Center USA Literary Award for Creative Nonfiction
Bridget Stenger
G uest W riter
Gregory Boyle brings the 
reader of his book “Tattoos 
on the Heart: The Power of 
Boundless Compassion" straight 
into Los Angeles, the “gang 
capital of the world” to break 
stereotypes and “hammer 
home” the inspirational 
message of never-ending love. 
Boyle tells a compelling story 
of inspiration and faith in his 
autobiography, which chronicles 
his twenty years in the Pico- 
Aliso neighborhood through 
eye-opening anecdotes.
Boyle is a Jesuit priest and the 
founder of Homeboy Industries 
located in the neighborhoods 
of Los Angeles, California. 
“Tattoos on the Heart” outlines 
the mission of this ministry 
and offers insight into a way 
of life, which is all too often 
misunderstood.
Instead, the reader can 
see the light of Christ shining 
out of these men and women, 
who find themselves trapped 
in a vicious circle of violence, 
abuse and neglect. Rather than 
be overcome by the darkness, 
Homeboy Ministries helps 
them to turn on the light for 
themselves.
Homeboy Industries was 
born in 1988 when parish 
members of Dolores Mission 
Church decided that they 
wanted to tackle the gang 
problem in the Pico-Aliso
area, which at the time had the 
highest concentration of gang 
activity in L.A. The organization 
was committed to education, 
employment, community
restoration and development. 
And that is exactly what they 
accomplished.
First, they established The 
Dolores Mission Alternative 
(DMA) School. This school 
drew together gang members, 
who had been kicked out of 
school. D M A  gave these kids a
66 “Tattoos on the 
Heart” is full of sto­
ries filled with raw 
humanity. Through 
them, the reader is 
reminded of the val­
ue of compassion, 
love and selflessness, 
which we are called 
to share with every­
one. 99
chance to continue their 
schooling and encouraged a 
decrease in violence and drug 
dealing.
The establishment of the 
school was an important first 
step in beginning the parish 
mission. I was impressed by 
the dedication of the parish 
members in keeping this school 
running.
Realizing that gang members 
most wanted a job, the parish
began to focus on creating 
projects to employ gang 
members in building childcare 
centers, cleaning up the 
community, removing graffiti 
and landscaping. Homeboy 
Bakery, established in an 
abandoned warehouse, became 
a huge success.
Rival gang members came to 
work side by side, if not happily 
at first, at least cooperatively. 
The work ethic learned here 
often became a stepping stone 
for men and women looking to 
move on to new chapters and 
was huge in breaking down 
barriers between rival gangs.
Tattoo removal became 
another huge part of their 
ministry, inspiring a man who 
was having trouble finding work 
due to the words “f*** the world,” 
which were written across his 
forehead.
Many of the people fresh 
out of prison had major regrets 
about the ink that was now 
preventing them from obtaining 
employment. Homeboy
Ministries helped remove these 
ink tattoos and instead worked 
to tattoo love and hope on 
their hearts.
Reading Boyle’s accounts 
and stories of his work in L.A. 
is deeply humbling. It really 
encouraged me to take a look 
at my own heart. Who would I 
be if I was born in the midst of 
gang violence? I realized that 
I have no business in passing 
judgment on anyone and that
preconceptions are often unfair.
“Tattoos on the Heart" is 
full of stories filled with raw 
humanity. Through them, 
the reader is reminded of the 
value of compassion, love and 
selflessness, which we are all 
called to share with everyone.
Boyle's accounts turned 
my thoughts inside out and 
forced me to recognize my own 
shameful preconcieved notions 
and misconceptions, driving 
home the realization that we are 
all truly brothers and sisters in 
Christ.
Are you going mad ? You need a break!













13. Verb ending in -ing




During finals, all the__________ tables at
(adjective)
the__________were taken. There were no
(location)
________ left and no seats. All_________
(plural noun) (name 1)
and_______ wanted to do was to plug in
(name 2)
their________ and dig into those_______
(plural noun) (adjective)
study guides. “We can sit on the________
(noun)
_______ said. “That sounds like a _______
(name 1) (adjective)




. friends waved them over to a
table. “Do you guys want to. with
(verb)
! Whatus?" the friends asked. “____ _
I - (exclamation)
.. ^
great timing!"________ said. Suddenly, the
(name 1)
wi-fi stopped________ . People began
(-ing verb)
__________________. No one felt
(-ing verb) (adverb)
________ about life anymore.
(adjective)
COFFEE BREAKERS PINE G R O V I N G
1. Favorite Java Joint 1. Adjective
2. Number 2. Adjective
3. Adjective 3. Adjective
4. Name of Friend 4. Plural Noun
5. Verb ending in -ing 5. Number
6. Food 6. Name of Friend
7. Adjective 7. Verb ending in -ing
8. Beverage 8. Adjective
9. Noun 9. Adverb
10. Adjective 10. Plural Noun
11. Articles of clothing 11. Number
12. Adjective 12. Verb
13. Articles of clothing 13. Noun
14. Adjective 14. Body Part
15. Name of Friend 15. Noun
16. Adjective 16. Location
17. Noun 17. Adjective
18. Verb ending in -ed
The first customer of the day walked into
The Pine Grove is a/an place to
(adjective)
at o' clock looking hang out in weather. After a/
(java joint) (number) (adjective)
. “How can we help you?" an day of classes, string your
(adjective) (adjective)
asked. The customer stared at the . between two trees and recline
(name 1) (plural noun)
menu before his order. “I would for hours. Bring all your friends,
(-ing verb) (number)
like one large and but leave at home because he/she
(food) (adjective) (name 1)
with extra whipped needs to finish for a/an
(drink) (noun) (-ing verb) (adjective)
“No problem” said. “How is your exam. Throw the Frisbee so you
(name 1) (adverb)
day?" the customer asked. "I'm feeling a little 
today. All my favorite
don't hurt any walking by. Put on
(plural noun)
(adjjective)
shrunk in the wash and I’m  stuck




doesn’t_____  . you and remember your
(verb)
(adjective) (article sof clothing)
“They’re not all that the customer
to protect your . Feel
(noun) (body part)
(adjective)
said. “Really? said they are as
free to bring a • . . to read as you relax,
(noun)
(name 2)
as a The customer






(-ed verb) (java joint)
the Pine Grove was.
ARE YOU ROLLING O N  THE FLOOR LAUGHING? YOU MAY BE ADDICTED TO MAD-LIBBING. 
DON'T PANIC! PLAY M A D  LIBS ONLINE ALL DAY LONG! TRY ITSAMADLIBSWORLD.COM 
AND ALSO SEARCH FOR ‘M A D  LIBS' APPS TO DOWNL O A D  FREE O N  YOUR PHONE.
That’s the way it is
Saying goodbye to 330
Madalyn Muncy 
Co-Editor in Chief
As the school year comes to a 
close, my housemates and I are 
beginning to pack up our things, 
getting ready for the big move- 
out -the day after graduation. 
This year is different than any 
other year: I’ve lived in my 
house for an entire year— not 
just an academic year— and I’ve 
accumulated a lot of stuff.
Thinking back over the last 
year I’ve spent in my house, 
many memories come to mind. 
From the stifling heat of June and 
July, to cuddling under electric 
blankets during January, that 
old brick house has been home 
to laughs, tears, and happy times 
together.
When you move into a 
home— whether it be a dorm 
room, or apartment, or house—  
it’s like a blank canvas. You make 
it your own. You hang pictures. 
You decorate. You arrange 
furniture. In time, it becomes 
your house. The previous 
occupants are forgotten, distant 
memories fading with the 
painted walls.
This house has felt more like 
home than any other dwelling 
I’ve lived in during college. 
Maybe it’s because I have my own 
room with my bed from home, 
or maybe it's because I’m  living 
with my closest friends again, or 
maybe it's just the charm of the 
historic house. Whatever it is, as 
I begin packing my things, I’ve 
gotten a bit nostalgic about the
past year in this house.
Our house has always been a 
rental house— it was built back 
in 1893 for that purpose as part 
of Keppel’s Village, a block of 
six houses on Central Avenue. 
We have become a part of the 
long, 110-year line of tenants. 
What’s funny is the fact that I 
hardly ever think of the previous 
occupants; I only think of this 
house as my house. It’s become 
my own in the very short time 
I’ve lived here.
When we move out and the 
new tenants move in on May 
6, the house will again become 
someone else’s. It will take on a 
new identity; it will no longer be 
my house, as the next set of girls 
will hang pictures, decorate, and 
make new memories. Just as we 
did, they will not think about 
the past occupants. We will fade 
with the painted walls.
College campuses are similar 
- they are very much organisms 
living in the present. They live 
and change with the people here 
now, shifting with the influx of 
new occupants year after year. 
The buildings stay put while the 
occupants continue to change. 
New students come in to take the 
places of the outgoing seniors, 
and the cycle goes round and 
round.
After you’ve spent a certain 
amount of time in a place, it 
almost feels like you should be 
remembered in some fashion.
But that’s not really how it 
works. You take your memories 
of the place with you; it exists 
in your mind exactly as you 
experienced it.
When I leave Hope, people 
are bound to forget me. People 
won’t think of me; they will make 
their own memories. However, 
the Hope I’ve experienced will 
stay with me forever. I’ll always 
remember the silly times I spent 
in the Anchor office, the long 
hours in the library, and the fun I 
had in Cook, Parkview, and this 
last house— my home.
Places and buildings stay 
put. They remain stagnant 
while people come, move, grow, 
and leave. We make them our 
own with our decorations, 
possessions, and memories. 
They stand as a reminder of the 
past and the times we’ve had.
As we get ready for May 6, my 
housemates and I will open our 
memory jar. We’ve been writing 
down all the fun moments 
of this year on slips of paper 
and storing them in a jar. We 
will look back with smiles and 
laughter on the times we had in 
our house together.
Mady would like to thank her 
wonderful housemates Jenelle, 
Celeste, and Leah for the best 
year yet at 330.
Excuse m e  as I ramble on




Why graduating is like getting dumped
We all make mistakes. How 
cliched a notion, how passe, 
how blase! As much as I’d like 
to continue using words with 
accents in them to further my 
point, I don’t really have the 
heart to do it. Instead I’m  just 
going to rant for a while and see 
where I get.
What do we attribute 
mistakes to? Usually we like 
to begin with some outside 
notion that the entire blame 
rests with someone else. It’s 
rather convenient despite how 
poorly thought out it is, isn't 
it? There is absolutely no need 
for introspection or personal 
change, and we can just 
continuing going on as we have. 
It all fits together so neatly, so 
long as we force it to. Blaming 
the wind for a misplaced Frisbee 
in frolf, or a partner for issues 
with a research project, or 
perhaps some existential force
for anything else that might 
be the least bit mysterious and 
misunderstood seems to be the 
norm.
But this is unhealthy. It 
isn’t right, and while perhaps 
my saying so also runs the risk 
of being cliche, it still bears 
mentioning. In the end, we 
are human and we are flawed, 
people! If anything bad goes 
down and you’re involved, 
chances are you screwed up 
somehow, some way. It might 
not even be so catastrophic 
a mistake on its own, either. 
Maybe your mistake wasn’t 
so big, and didn't lead to the 
ultimate failure of your frolf 
score, your research project, of 
that unknowable aspect of your 
life you thought a metaphysical 
thing might have messed up for 
you. I think back to a poignant 
Biblical verse, “Why do you 
look at the speck of sawdust in
your brother’s eye and pay no 
attention to the plank in your 
own eye? How can you say to 
your brother, “Let me take the 
speck out of your eye," when 
all the time there is a plank in 
your own eye?” (Matthew 7:3-4, 
NIV).
This week I must call upon 
my column's title. Please, excuse 
me as I ramble on. I just feel 
that there's something I’ve got 
to say that’s on my mind, and as 
uncharacteristically unfunny as 
it might be,, here it is: one can 
only live a happy life if he looks 
for blame not in other people, 
but within himself. I say this 
because I've made mistakes. I 
make no claim of perfection.
The rollicking good time we 
like to call College is drawing 
closer and closer to its end for 
the class of 2013. Maybe you're 
looking forward to the end of 
your academic career, maybe 
you’re hanging on to every last 
collegiate moment. Either way, 
this ending education era, in my 
eyes, seems to coincide a little 
too closely for comfort with the 
ever-dreaded “break-up."
What's worse is, even if you 
are ready for the next step, Hope 
College seems to be the one who 
gets the jump on you and brings 
this relationship to an end. 
Don’t see it? Let me draw a few 
parallels:
1. You’re quickly replaced... 
by someone younger. You 
know all that hard work you 
put in? Sure you might have 
something to show for it; you're 
a little wiser now. But right when 
you think you've made a critical 
impact, you turn around and 
there’s already a new bright­
eyed, bushy-tailed and just-legal 
adult swooping in to take your 
place.
2. Everyone tells you “there 
are other fish in the sea.” So 
one door closes, another will 
open! Or so says everyone 
around you. The people who 
have already gone through the 
scholarly split tell you that you’ll 
find something else, but what 
comfort is that when you know 
they still think longingly about 
their four years of bliss at Hope? 
There may be other fish in the 
sea, but it’s clear that those fish 
are much more boring, won’t
There are things I’ve left behind 
me that I’m  not proud of, things 
happening to me right now that, 
sad as they are, are in part my 
fault, and things yet to happen 
that will be the direct result of 
today’s mistaken actions. But 
because I’ve looked within 
myself and been displeased
let you go on donut runs in 
the middle of the night, and 
generally require your daily 9-5.
3. You lose friends. It's 
hard not to pick . sides when 
literal geographic.jjsides exist. 
Sure Hope was the.Tek̂ offiyou 
became friends, but..; does that 
really mean that you can’t stay 
friends? You hope not, but how 
are you going to really compete 
when you’re no longer around 
and your friend stays at Hope? 
Everyone knows that Hope is a 
guaranteed good time, full of 
spontaneity, and if this friend 
is sticking around that, there’s 
just no competition— you’re 
probably going to lose touch.
4. They want all their stuff 
back. You know all of those 
super comfortable clothes that 
you wear all the time that you 
got from Hope? You can’t really 
wear them anymore without 
looking foolish. Sure, you can 
keep a few, but the Hope sweat 
outfit won’t really fly post­
college. Not even just that, 
Hope will be deleting your email 
account and booting you out of 
your on-campus housing the day 
after graduation.
Thus, whether you are 
counting down the days until 
graduation or dragging your 
feet, I still can't help but see 
the end of college as more or 
less of an imminent break-up 
in which Hope College has the 
upper hand. I know it's coming 
and I know that this relationship 
couldn’t stand the test of time, 
but that doesn't mean that I’m  
quite ready to let go.
with what I’ve seen, I have all 
the more motivation to examine 
what I’ve done, to correct it, and 
to move on. I invite whoever has 
had the patience to read this to 
do exactly the same.
Ryan Backman will bounce 
back. He tends to do that.
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Down the rabbit hole
Caution as you slow, caution as you go
Cheri Keenan 
Voices Editor
One of the first differences I 
noticed in Buenos Aires, Argen­
tina was with the traffic. There 
was much more of it and the 
patterns were different. Learn­
ing where to look and when to 
cross was exciting for me be­
cause it could be dangerous, 
but it was a simple task I knew I 
could master.
After studying the maps from 
a safe place indoors, once I ven­
tured out, I had to pay full atten­
tion to everything at once. Most 
important was putting on the 
appearance of knowing where to 
go and blending into the crowd, 
while holding all valuables tight 
to my body.
During these walks to class 
or rides via public transport, the 
traffic lights caught my eye. They 
looked the same as in the US, 
but the sequence was different. 
The lights flashed from green to 
yellow to red, back to yellow and 
to green again. On yellow, driv­
ers either readied themselves to 
stop or readied themselves to go.
In the practical sense, this 
sequence keeps traffic moving. 
Drivers rev their engines when 
the yellow flickers, and as soon 
as the light turns green, traffic 
has started moving. Because of 
this, if you even try to run the 
yellow-red light, you will be hit.
This goes for pedestrians as 
well. I could’ve sworn that there 
was some sort of points system 
for hitting pedestrians, as autos 
and colectivos (cars and busses) 
seemed to accelerate pointedly 
at me when I crossed the street.
This slight difference in traf­
fic lights functions as a sort of 
booster-speed to the already 
lightning traffic in the huge city, 
but it’s also a lesson to those who 
observe it, like me— a foreigner 
studying in a completely differ­
ent culture.
The realization that every 
light is yellow at the same time 
(though one side will see green 
precede While the other will see 
red) can be a testament to the 
communal nature of the soci­
ety. Argentines value collective 
thinking in the sense of work­
ing towards the common good. 
There is much less emphasis on 
..an there is in
I don't know about the rest 
of you, but I get pretty selfish 
sometimes, most notably when 
I'm driving. Pretty impatient 
too. I think about myself only—  
where I need to get to, how fast 
I can go, how many red lights I
hit, and how many I can squeeze 
through.
Riding the colectivo in Ar­
gentina helped me realize that 
I’m  not the only one trying to get 
somewhere. The bus was always 
full of people, all going to differ­
ent places for different reasons, 
and there were about ten other 
busses stopped at the same light 
we were.
This lead me to the profound 
(and too obvious) epiphany that 
other people have to wait as 
well, just as other people want to 
get going when the light is green.
When the caution light 
comes on before it’s time to go, 
reaction time is reduced be­
cause it doesn’t come as a sur­
prise. Wouldn’t it be great if we 
had such warnings in our daily 
lives? Not just the warnings to 
stop (such as a stern look from 
the prof as you inch your hand 
to your cellphone), but a signal 
to get moving again.
Could it be that we already 
have yellow-green lights in our 
lives and we just need to pay 
more attention to them? Person­
ally, I think of my time at Hope 
College as a preparatory yel­
low light before the green. My 
car’s been active, yet I’ve been 
idling—  taking in the scenery, 
learning my environment, con­
sidering how I, as an individual, 
fit into the collective—  while, 
for the most part, staying in one 
place.
But green is coming up with 
graduation in just one month. 
Even though I’m  scared because 
I don’t know where I’m  going 
and I don’t want to get hit in 
the intersection or for my car 
to break down on me, I know 
that I need to take my foot off 
the brake, kick in the clutch, and 
throw myself into gear. It’s my 
turn to go.
However, I can take comfort 
in the communal cycle of such 
traffic. I’m  not the only one on 
the road. In a sense, we’re all 
at the same light, preparing 
for a change and a new transi­
tion— especially incoming fresh­
men and outgoing seniors. This 
shows that I'm part of something 
bigger than my small life and 
that it’s my responsibility to stop 
and to go when I’m  told, taking 
caution and considering others 
in both thought and action.
Chasing dreams
To eat or not to eat, 
that is the question
Jessica Woolpert
Columnist
Calories are good. Calories 
are bad. Gluten is good. Gluten 
is bad. Chocolate is good. 
Chocolate is bad. I am confused 
and tired of media telling us 
what we should and should not 
consume. One minute it’s good 
to be on a gluten-free diet and 
the next, it's bad. One minute 
media is telling us that chocolate 
is bad and the next, we’re told 
you should have chocolate for 
breakfast.
For some, sugar intake is the 
main focus of dieting. There are 
others who like to see calories to 
the minimum. Who is to tell us 
what we should and should not 
eat? If we sacrifice our favorite 
foods in the hope of a smaller 
body, will that make us happy? I 
have battled with these questions 
and concerns daily; and millions 
of American men and women 
ask the same questions.
From celebrity fad diets to 
calorie counters, there is always 
something new in the media 
that is telling us ways we can lose 
weight. Beyonce tried a lemon
diet. On top of vegetables, this 
diet consisted of a drink which 
contained: maple syrup, cayenne 
pepper, lemons, sea salt, and 
laxative tea. Beyonce was able 
to stay on this diet for 14 days! 
She was able to lose the weight 
she wanted, but was not able to 
enjoy the foods she loved. Is it 
better to limit your food intake 
or to love food to no limit?
When did it become so 
popular to be skinny or to be 
buff? I wish I could ease these 
desires in everyone's mind. We 
could be focusing on bigger 
issues other than whether or 
not we should eat our birthday 
cakes.
My mom says she eats in 
order to live. I, on the other 
hand, live to eat. I love food. In 
fact, one of my favorite channels 
is the Food Network. As far as 
I’ve seen, there have never been 
any shows about dieting on the 
Food Network. Yet somehow all 
of the show hosts— whose lives 
revolve around food— are thin!
For example, the show 
“Sweet Genius” is a competition 
between three bakers. Whoever
can make the best dessert, with 
the host's inspirations, wins and 
becomes a “sweet genius." Ron 
Ben-Israel is the host of the show. 
As a well-known pastry chef, I'd 
expect him to be overweight. He 
is able to live by doing something 
he loves— baking, tasting, and 
eating desserts. However, Mr. 
Ben-Israel is not overweight. He 
is a very thin man.
We all live very different lives. 
Some of us have metabolisms 
like engines and others of us are 
a little slower. Some of us live 
to eat and others eat to live. No 
matter how you want to live your 
life, I hope it’s the way YOU want 
to live it. Not the media. If you 
love late night Good Time runs, 
embrace those moments while 
you can. Our lives are short on 
this earth. So love what is given 
for you to enjoy. Be happy.
Jessica Woolpert’s problem- 
free philosophy: hakuna matata 
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READ THE CLASSICS 
THIS SUMMER
ENGLISH 231 LITERATURE OF THE WESTERN 
WORLD I (MAY TERM): GILGAMESH, HOMER, 
AESCHYLUS, SOPHOCLES, VIRGIL, THE GAWAIN 
POET, DANTE, CHRISTINE DE PIZAN, MARLOWE, 
AND OTHERS. THREE PAPERS, THREE TESTS. 
FOUR CREDIT HOURS.
ENGLISH 232 LITERATURE OF THE WESTERN 
WORLD II (JUNE TERM): BUNYAN, RACINE, VOLTI- 
ARE, SHERIDAN, COLERIDGE, GOETHE, IBSEN, 
TOLSTOY, HESSE, WTESEL, AND OTHERS. THREE 
PAPERS, THREE TEST. FOUR CREDIT HOURS.
BOTH COURSES HELP FULFILL THE GENERAL ED­
UCATION CULTURAL HERITAGE REQUIREMENT. 
FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT PROFESSOR KATH­
LEEN VERDUIN (X7609).
IDT comes to the Knick 
April 12-13
♦ DANCE, from page 5
includes songs like “Smooth 
Criminal,” “Dangerous” and 
“Heart Break.”
Farmer explains, “I don't 
think you can come to this 
concert and stay still in your 
seat. This concert is high- 
energy, entertaining, and edgy.” 
IDT is a unique concert as it 
solely focuses on Jazz, Tap and 
Hip-Hop and it revives Jazz’s 
historical significance. The roots 
of Jazz can be found with slaves 
and Irish Immigrants. Jazz 
should be celebrated as one of 
the three styles of dances that 
America established as part of 
our culture.
Farmer wants the audience 
to know two things: One, “If you 
have not seen IDT before, come 
and see it because it is nothing 
like what you have seen from 
other dance concerts. If you 
went to Dance 39, know that this 
embraces a different focus,” and 
two, “If you have seen IDT in the 
past and you were not happy, 
come because it is under new 
direction and it is different. This 
concert is aware of the audience 
and it is definitely a crowd 
pleasing show."
Tickets for adults are $10, 
faculty/staff/seniors are $7, $5 
for students, and children 12 
years of age and under are free. If 
you want to order tickets ahead 
of time call the ticket office at 
(616) 395-7890.
V a n d e r p r o v  
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Hope tuition increases to account for inflation
♦ TUITION, from page 1
so I know first-hand how hard 
they work as well as how much 
time and effort they put into 
their job,” said Lynn Moss (T3).
“My outstanding experience 
at Hope is due largely to the 
commitment, expertise and 
skill of my professors. It seems 
reasonable that a great deal of 
money is allocated to faculty 
compensation,” said Daniel 
Owens (T3).
Students agree that money 
has been well-spent.
“I do feel like money has been 
pretty well-spent here because 
we can get into a lot of events 
for free, and we have a ton of 
resources at our fingertips,” said 
Stefani Penituk (’13).
Despite Hope’s intentional 
spending in fruitful ways, 
including initiating the Greater 
Hope Campaign to improve 
campus rather than looking 
to increase tuition and fees
for students, the rising cost 
of college education is a 
nationwide issue. Since the 
1980-81 academic year, the 
average cost of attendance 
at 4-year public and private 
colleges has increased by 241 
percent from $8,756 to $21,657, 
double the rate of inflation, 
according to NCES.
Hope continues to attempt to 
maintain a balance between the 
rising cost of a college education 
in the current market, and 
providing the most value for the 
cost.
“In considering student 
charges, the college tries to 
balance two principle concerns. 
The first is a concern to maintain 
the quality that Hope students 
and their parents have come to 
expect. The second is a concern 
for the financial impact on Hope 
students and their families,” said 
Bylsma.
Oil spill largest on U S  soil since
Marshall, Mich.
♦ SPILL, from page 4
or the tar sands. In fact, by 
approaching the issue of oil’s 
production and transportation 
methods through a perspective 
of mere NIMBY-ism, we run 
the risk of becoming rather 
uninformed about the issue at 
hand.
spill in 2 0 1 0
Whether we remain 
proponents of continued oil 
production or not, it is important 
to acknowledge the dangerous 
implications of an unbridled 
appetite for cheap energy and 
the corresponding machinery, 
capital resources, and human 
willpower we are capable of 
using in order to retrieve it.
K n a p p ’s goals for H o p e  College
♦ KNAPP, from page 1
ing the Civil Rights movement 
in Birmingham in 1963.
Knapp is ready to continue 
these similar kinds of dialogues 
at Hope College. He stated, 
“Hope understands that diver­
sity is important, that all of us 
must learn how to deal con­
structively with difference. But 
this is only a starting point. The 
greater challenge is to move 
from simply accepting differ­
ences and to ensuring that every 
student is included fully in the 
life of the campus. We all must 
ask, what does it mean to really 
love our neighbors on this cam­
pus. That should be important at 
every college, but Christian col­
leges have a particular calling to 
ask that question."
He believes that college ad­
ministration, faculty and staff 
help to create this campus cli­
mate, but does not diminish the 
role that students play in their 
own communities. “At Samford 
,1 work with student leaders 
and challenge them to work on 
fostering a strong and inclusive 
community... I believe students 
should be challenged to take 
ownership of the quality of life 
in their own community," said 
Knapp.
Apart from issues of diversity, 
Knapp also believes that “a cru­
cial dimension of a liberal arts 
education is the ability to think 
globally. In nearly every disci­
pline it’s helpful to look at ques­
tions through a global lens, to 
apply learning to different cul­
tural and geographic contexts. 
A well-educated person today 
must be able to see things from 
the perspectives of others in the 
world."
He cites study abroad pro­
grams as one way of helping stu­
dents to think globally, as “[stu­
dents] learn alongside people 
whose cultures and beliefs differ 
from ours,” but he also stated 
that students “earn a lot from 
inbound international faculty 
and students on our own cam­
pus." Knapp went on to state 
that “it’s more important than 
ever to look for opportunities to 
internationalize the curriculum. 
Study abroad experiences are 
invaluable, especially insofar a5 
these lead students to; feifê t dri 
their own cultural assumptions 
and experiences. But that’s not 
the only place this can or should 
happen; there are also plenty of 
opportunities on campus."
Looking ahead to the future, 
Knapp believes that “Hope 
College has earned a reputation 
that it has yet to fully claim 
for itself: I believe that Hope 
can and should be nationally 
recognized as a model for how 
to combine a Christian mission 
and academic excellence in an 
inviting campus community. I 
want to keep the momentum 
going, build on what’s here, and 
work together to write the next 
chapter of this success story in 
the years to come.”
Flying Dutch stay u n b e a t e n  in M I A A
Kyle Bernaciak
Staff W riter
On Saturday, the softball 
team concluded the day with a 
pair of victories against MIAA 
rival Kalamazoo College.
The Flying Dutch slid eas­
ily past the Hornets with an 8-0 
victory to start things off, then a 
12-1 rout in the nightcap.
These wins brought Hope to 
4-0 in the MIAA and 12-8 over­
all. I Underclassmen provided jrbbjj]? sniTODk'.;*. ■ , .most of, the momentum during
the doubleheader with standout 
performances.
“My expectations going into 
Saturday’s games were to take 
two from Kalamazoo,” Autumn 
Anderson (’16) said. “I know 
what this team is capable of and 
those wins were crucial for us to 
have.”
After shutting out Olivet just 
two days earlier, it was' apparent 
that the Flying Dutch used the 
momentum to prevail against 
Kalamazoo.
The day was filled with blus­
tery weather conditions, but that 
did not stop Hope from scoring 
20 runs in one day.
To start the first game, the 
Dutch scored a heavy three runs 
in the home half of the first in­
ning. Throughout the entire day, 
Hope had great defensive help 
due to a tremendous pitching 
performance by newcomer Kate 
Laverty (’16).
It was not until the fourth 
inning that the Dutch scored
again; this time they put up a 
four spot on the Hornets.
Laverty, Anderson and Jen 
Buckingham (’16) singled in 
the inning to increase the lead. 
With a 7-0 lead at this point, all 
the Dutch needed was a single 
run to win by the mercy rule.
They had no problem doing 
that during the very next inning, 
thanks to Laura TJepkema (’13) 
and Jess Kohlhoff (’13). Laverty 
finished the game with a stellar 
three-hit shutout. Buckingham 
also stole two bases, raising her 
season total to 18.
In the nightcap of the dou­
bleheader, the Flying Dutch re­
peated their great performance 
of the first game with even more 
offensive force.
Hope came out of the gates 
hot once again by scoring three 
runs in the first inning.
This time, Kafamazop had ap 
answer by putting a rfin on the 
board in the home half. Fortu­
nately, that was the last of the 
Hornets’ runs for the day as 
pitcher Natalie Hiser (’15) si­
lenced them to a seven-hit day.
Hope kept chipping away be­
fore eventually winning due. to 
another mercy rule with a final 
score of 12-1.
The Flying Dutch had a sea- 
son-high 17 hits. Seven players 
had multiple-hits led by Ander­
son with three, including a pair 
of doubles.
“There are things I still need 
to work on and continue to get 
better at, but overall I thought I
Photo by Liz M artin
TOSSING A G E M —  Kate Laverty (’16) prepares to deliver a 
pitch on Saturday against Kalamazoo. Laverty threw five shut­
out innings and had three strikeouts In the Dutch’s 8-0 win.
did everything the team expect- Hiser improved her season 
ed me to do,” Anderson said. pitching record to 7-2.
Also collecting two doubles With great momentum, the 
were Jenna Maury (16), and Dutch (12-8, 4-0 MIAA) look to 
Kelsey Cooper (15). Peyton enter another challenging week 
Wells (15) hit her second home- with Aquinas on Monday and St. 
run of the season. Mary’s on Wednesday.
W o m e n ’s tennis falls to 8-5 after tough weekend
James Rogers
Sports Editor
The Flying Dutch hosted the 
Michigan-Ohio Challenge on 
Friday and Saturday at DeWitt 
Tennis Center.
The Dutch took the courts 
against Kenyon, Oberlin and 
Ohio Northern over the two-
day event, suffering losses to all 
three visitors.
“I knew from my coach and 
my teammates that each of these 
teams were pretty good and none 
of my matches were going to be 
easy,” Anna Garcia (16) said. 
“The girls this weekend were 
tougher competitors than some 
of our earlier matches and a lot
of them could hit the ball harder 
and had better placement.”
Adam Ford’s Hope squad 
dropped to 8-5 overall on the 
season, but they remain 3-0 in 
the MIAA with wins over Olivet, 
Calvin and Kalamazoo.
On Friday, the Dutch went 
down to Kenyon 5-4 in a close 
battle. Hope posted three singles 
victories.
Garcia bounced back after 
losing her first set 4-6, securing a 
win against Amanda Bolster with 
7-5 and 6-2 wins in the second 
and third sets, respectively.
“As a freshman, I didn't 
expect to go out and win as 
many matches as I have this 
far," Garcia said. “It’s nice to 
know that all the practice and 
hard work is paying off, and it 
definitely helps to have such a 
supportive team always there 
cheering for me.”
Leah LaBarge (13) handled 
Lydia Winkler 6-4, 6-2, while 
Andrea Pickelman (14) swung 
past Sami Murphy 6-2, 6-4.
Hope also had a tandem 
doubles win over Kenyon. The 
duo of Pickelman and Stephanie 
Huffman (14) defeated Younger- 
Murphy 8-5.
The Dutch faced Oberlin on 
Saturday, with the Yeowomen 
winning 5-0 in a match played to 
decision.
Oberlin’s shutout extended 
their winning streak to eight.
Hope’s tandems of Melissa Bieri
(13)-Garcia and Pickelman- 
Huffman put up good fights, 
both being edged 8-6.
Hope's final opponent of the 
weekend was Ohio Northern. 
The Polar Bears secured four of 
six singles victories en route to 
a 6-3 win.
LaBarge persevered through 
a back-and-forth showdown, 
upending Meghan Letizia 5-7, 
6-4, 10-7. LaBarge improved to 
9-2 on singles for the season.
Bieri was the other Dutch 
singles winner with a 6-4, 6-2 
victory over Taryn Stromback. 
Bieri now carries a career 40-14 
singles record.
Pickelman and * Huffman 
posted another doubles win for 
Hope. The duo outlasted Ohio 
Northern’s Corbean-Stromback 
9-8 (7-1). Pickelman and
Huffman have a 12-1 doubles 
record for the season.
The Dutch (8-5, 3-0 MIAA) 
have two straight away MIAA 
matches on the schedule next. 
Hope will travel to Alma on 
Wednesday and then head to 
Trine to face the Thunder on 
Thursday.
“When I go out for a match, 
I try and think of it as a new day 
and a fresh start,” Garcia said. “I 
just plan on going out, playing 
my game, trying my hardest 
each match and hopefully things 
will all work out.”
Photo by Jenelle Ranville
T AN DEM T E A M W O R K —  Anna Garcia (’16), left, and M e ­
lissa Bieri (’13) celebrate during a doubles match over the 
wee ke nd  at DeWitt Tennis Center.
T his W eek In Sports
Wednesday Apr. 10
M e n ’s Lacrosse 
vs. Adrian at 7 p.m.
Thursday Apr. 11
Baseball
vs. Trine at 2 p.m.
Friday Apr. 12
M e n ’s Tennis 
host MIAA-NCAC Challenge
Saturday Apr. 13
W o m e n ’s Golf
host Flying Dutch Spring Invitational at 
9 a.m. at The Ravines 
M e n ’s Golf
host N C A A  Qualifier at 1  p.m. at Wus- 
kowhan PC
W o m e n ’s Lacrosse 
vs. Olivet at 4  p.m.
M e n ’s Tennis 
host MIAA-NCAC Challenge
In B rief
MEN’S GOLF TAKES SECOND IN INDIANA
The Flying Dutchmen 
traveled to Fort Wayne, 
Ind. over the weekend for 
the St. Francis Invitational.
Twelve teams made up 
the competition, and Hope 
finished second overall.
Bethel, Ind. captured the 
win with 588 strokes, edg­
ing the Dutchmen’s 596. Col­
lin Breit (T5) posted the top 
score for Hope over the 36-hole 
tournament with a 71-77— 148.
Ben Lewis (’15) tallied a 
69-80— 149, while Evan Telz- 
erow (’15) went 75-76— 151.
Graham Vanderheide
(15) shot 81-70-151, John 
Cannon (13) delivered a 
78-80— 158 and Ben Lant- 
ing (15) went 81-84— 165.
Bob Ebels’ team travels to 
Calvin today to play at Thor- 
napple Point. On Saturday 
the Dutchmen will host an 
NC A A  Qualifier at Wuskow- 
han PC beginning at 1 p.m.
MIAAPLAYER OF THE WEEK
Men’s Lacrosse 
Matt Hemenway (’ 15) 
Midfielder
HOPE SENIOR HONORED AT 
FINAL FOUR
Hope men’s basketball player 
Colton Overway (13) was hon­
ored on Saturday at halftime of 
the Michigan/Syracuse Final 
Four basketball game in Atlanta.
Overway was recognized as 
part of the Allstate Insurance 
Good Works Team consisting of 
20 collegiate basketball players.
Overway received the award 
for his outstanding volun- 
teerism and civic involvement, 
as he has spent time the past 
three summers working as a 
counselor to people with spe­
cial needs at Camp Sunshine.
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FINDING A R H Y T H M —  TJ Klein (’13) had two hits on Sat­
urday against Olivet. Hope split a doubleheader with the C o m ­
ets. Klein is batting .338 for the 13-8 Dutchmen.
Caitlln Rivera
Assistant S ports Editor
On Saturday, the Flying 
Dutchmen played a home dou­
bleheader against Olivet, split­
ting the games with the Comets.
Hope split two with Olivet 
the previous day at the Comets’ 
home stadium.
Olivet took the lead in the 
opening game on Saturday at 
Boeve Stadium in the second in­
ning, driving in five players off of 
four hits.
The Comets then poured in 
five more runs in the fourth in­
ning on six hits, expanding their 
lead to 11-0 heading into the 
fifth inning.
Olivet added two runs in the 
sixth to secure a 13-0 victory.
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We have a lot of tal­
ent and a lot of depth 
and we feel as a team 
that any guys in our 
lineup or off the 
bench could help us.
—  Alex Hunt (’14) Shortstop
_________ 99
“Each game was a differ­
ent game [obviously] when we 
played Olivet,” Jordan Carrigan 
(13) said. “Our first game we 
struggled to hit and pitch.”
Jake Ball put on a fantastic 
pitching performance for Olivet 
as he delivered a one-hit shutout 
of the Dutchmen. Hope’s only
hit came in the fourth inning 
from the bat of TJ Klein (13).
Pitching for Hope was Phil 
Haywood (14), Austin Goodyke 
(16), Kyle Bernaciak (16) and 
Mitch Reitsma (16).
“I think just with the loss, we 
were motivated to change the 
outcome for game two," Car­
rigan said. “We didn’t need to 
change anything, the loss said 
enough to us.”
The Dutchmen captured a 
win in the second game against 
Olivet on Saturday, winning 4-2.
"Game two [on Saturday] was 
the most important game and 
we needed to go get that win," 
Alex Hunt (14) said. "We were 
able to regain our focus and get a 
good pitching performance and 
have some timely hitting.”
Olivet was on the board first 
with a run in the first inning. 
Hope was held scoreless until 
the fourth inning.
In the bottom of the fourth, 
Luke Brower (16) hit a double to 
drive in Eric Vachon (14), tying 
the game at 1-1.
In the next inning. Hunt hit 
an RBI single to bring home Tim 
Bodine (14), giving the Dutch­
men a 2-1 lead.
Olivet came back in the top of 
the sixth inning to tie the game, 
but in the bottom of the sixth 
inning Hope prevailed with two 
more runs batted in by Brady 
VanderWeele (16) and Eric 
Dawson (14).
Hope held the Comets score­
less in the top of the seventh to 
take the 4-2 win and improve to 
9-3 in the MIAA.
"Olivet is a scrappy team 
but a team that we thought we 
should beat," Hunt said. “Luck­
ily the teams behind us in the 
[MIAA] standings split that day 
as well, so we stayed in control 
of first place in the MIAA.”
Tom Tresh (14) started on 
the mound for Hope and gave 
up just four hits throughout five 
innings and struck out two op­
ponents.
Carrigan finished the game
pitching for Hope and gained 
the win, allowing just two more 
hits and a single run. Carrigan 
also had three strikeouts and 
improved to 3-1 on the season.
“We need three days of good 
practice," Carrigan said. “We 
have really only had one practice 
outside this season [thanks to 
weather issues] and this week we 
finally get three days of practice, 
allowing us to work on some de­
fensive stuff and guys will have 
time to work on some personal 
stuff.
"It will also allow us to get 
some rest knowing we don't 
have to play until Thursday.”
Currey Thomas (15) leads 
the team in strikeouts with 23 
and has a 5-0 record.
Bodine has a team-leading 28
hits and boasts a .373 batting av­
erage through 21 games.
Hunt leads the Dutchmen 
with 18 RBI, and Klein currently 
has the most runs scored (16).
The Dutchmen remain con­
fident heading into the battles 
against Trine Thursday and Fri­
day.
“We have a lot of talent and a 
lot of depth and we feel as a team 
that any guys in bur lineup or off 
the bench could help us, and 
that’s exactly what happened [in 
our Olivet win],” Hunt said.
Stu Fritz's Flying Dutchmen 
(13-8, 9-3 MIAA) will take on 
Trine on Thursday at Boeve Sta­
dium at 2 p.m.
Hope will then travel to Trine 
on Friday to battle the Thunder 
starting at 2 p.m.
Photo by Le M artin
DELIVERING HEAT—  Kyle Bernaciak (’16) took the m o u n d  
for three Innings on Saturday against Olivet. Bernaciak has six 
strikeouts In 6.1 Innings pitched this season.




The women's golf team took 
the greens at the Lenawee
Country Club for the Adrian In­
vitational on Saturday. Hope fin­
ished second in the invitational 
consisting of eight teams.
Victorious St. Francis, 111. tal­
lied 354 strokes for the 18-hole
round, followed by Hope with 
370. Calvin placed third with 
374.
Brittany Haight (’15) shot 85 
to pace the Dutch, while Mag­
gie Mangan (’13) posted 93 and 
Montana Leep (15) trailed right 
behind Mangan with 94.
Charlotte Park (13) followed 
with 95, Chelsea Root (16) shot 
96, Andrea Powell (15) deliv­
ered a 99 and Mary Bradley (14) 
finished with 100.
Coach Greg Stafford's Dutch 
will host the Flying Dutch Spring 
Invitational at The Ravines on 
Saturday beginning ̂t 9 a.m.
Men’s Lacrosse
The men’s and women’s la­
crosse teams continued their 
seasons on April 2.
The Dutchmen traveled to 
Alma and came away with a 21-2
victory.
Josh Kamstra (13) poured in 
six goals, while Jacob Kamstra
(14) added five scores.
The Dutchmen are now 6-1 
and will host Adrian tonight, 
April 10, at 7 p.m. at Van Andel.
Women’s Lacrosse
The Dutch suffered a 14-8 
loss on April 2 to Alma.
Molly Greenfield (15) scored 
three goals, and Laurie Stuben- 
rauch (14) had two.
The Flying Dutch (1-7) face 
Adrian tonight, April 10, at 7 
p.m.
Track and Field
The men’s and women’s track 
and field team competed in the 
Spartan Invitational on Saturday 
at Michigan State University.
Men’s triple jump shined with 
four Dutchmen placing in the top 
ten, including Cameron Lee (’14), 
Jonas Lawson (13), David Dolfin 
(’ 14) and Warren Hunt (14).
Sheri McCormack (14) 
placed second on the 5,000 meter 
run with a time of 17:24.34. Sarah 
Venlet (13) and Gavin Midlam
(15) placed seventh and tenth in 
the 400 meter hurdles with a time 
of 1:04.82 and 56.67, respective-
iy-
Bryce Richards (16) ran an 
11.04 100-meter dash and Steffon 
Mayhue (14) jumped 6.64 me­
ters in long jump.
Hope will compete in the 
MIAA Jamboree at Olivet on Sat­
urday.
The MIAA Field Day is sched­
uled for May 2-3. The meet will 
be hosted by Hope and will deter­
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